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The impacts of various assumptions of cloud properties represented within a numerical weather prediction
model's radiation scheme are demonstrated. In one approach, the model assumed the radiative effective radii
of cloud water, cloud ice, and snow were represented by values assigned a priori, whereas a second, “coupled”
approach utilized known cloud particle assumptions in the microphysics scheme that evolved during the simu-
lations to diagnose the radii explicitly. This led to differences in simulated infrared (IR) brightness temperatures,
radiative fluxes through clouds, and resulting surface temperatures that ultimately affect model-predicted
diurnally-driven convection. The combined approach of evaluating simulated versus observed IR brightness
temperatures, radiation reaching the ground, and surface temperature forecasts revealed the root model biases
better than evaluating any single variable. This study found that the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
model predicted less overall clouds than was observed, particularly in the mid troposphere, but that properly
connecting the assumptions of particle sizes in themicrophysics scheme to the radiation scheme resulted in sen-
sible cloud-radiation indirect effects andmodest improvements in simulated IR brightness temperature, amount
of solar radiation reaching the ground, and surface temperature.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Radiation and cloud microphysics parameterizations are perhaps
the most computationally demanding part of numerical weather
prediction models. In the last few decades, a plethora of new schemes
of each type has emerged with increasingly complex treatment
(e.g., Stensrud, 2007) since computational power has greatly increased.
Specialists inmicrophysicsmodeling have increased number of predict-
ed species from only a single cloud water and ice species (i.e., mass
mixing ratios) tomore complex double-moment schemes with number
concentration and/or additional ice species (Meyers et al., 1997;
Morrison and Pinto, 2005; Milbrandt and Yau, 2005; Woods et al.,
2007; Thompson et al., 2008; Morrison and Milbrandt, 2015). Simulta-
neously, radiative transfer modeling experts have introduced more
complex band-by-band (wavelength) treatments (Mlawer et al.,
1997) while accounting for more gaseous and aerosol species (ozone,
CO2, water vapor, dust, black carbon, sulfates, etc.). Even with more re-
cent advances in radiation schemes, numerous studies indicate wide-
ranging differences in clear-sky radiation (Fouquart et al., 1990;
Boucher et al., 1998; Zamora et al., 2005) due to internal methods or
complexity or species considered. Far greater uncertainties arise with
oulder, CO, 80307-3000, USA.
treatments of clouds by various radiation schemes. Furthermore, as
code creators of these seemingly separate parameterizations focus
their specialization even further, the end result is often a disconnect be-
tween assumptions of water droplet size and ice crystal size and/or
shape between the set of these two schemes (Stensrud, 2007).

In general, global climatemodels (GCMs) do not suffer from this gap
of knowledge between the microphysics and radiation schemes, pri-
marily because they were built with this requirement in mind for cli-
mate simulations/applications; however, the same situation is less
common in mesoscale models such as the Weather Research and Fore-
casting (WRF) model (Skamarock and Klemp, 2008). The reason is pri-
marily the incorporation of many choices of physical parameterizations
that can be inter-connectedwith the fewest shared variables thus giving
the most flexibility. The inclusion of properly computed radiative effec-
tive size of cloud water droplets is paramount when discussing climate
impacts associated with aerosol indirect effects. Furthermore, the IPCC
(2007) reports clearly reveal that the largest uncertainty in all climate
model simulations continues to be the aerosol indirect effects. The vari-
ous IPCC climate models account for the physical principle that a cloud
populated with a large number of small droplets has a higher shortwave
reflectance (albedo) than the same liquidwater content cloud composed
of fewer but larger droplets (Twomey, 1974). While this principle is
widely known and accounted for in various radiation parameterizations,
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Fig. 1. GOES-13 visible (a) and infrared (b) satellite images at 17:45 UTC 01 Feb 2011 and sample WRF-model forecasts of shortwave radiation reaching the ground using the GFDL radi-
ation scheme (c) and RRTMG scheme (d). In the version of GFDL radiation implemented intoWRF the snow variablewas ignoredwhereas RRTMG considers this specieswhen computing
radiation.
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the explicit connection between a cloud microphysics parameterization
and its radiative effective size of water and ice species used by the radi-
ation parameterization isn't assured in all models. As more and more
non-GCMs (i.e., WRF) are increasingly used in regional climatemodeling
applications, an effort to connect assumptions made by different code
authors of separate physical parameterizationswill be required for prop-
er application to climate-scale problems.

Visible and infrared satellite images together with example WRF
model forecasts of shortwave radiation reaching the ground near mid
day are shown in Fig. 1 and illustrate how WRF's implementation of
the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) radiation scheme
treats clouds1 as compared to the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model-
Global (RRTMG) scheme. Note the extensive areas of reduced radiation
reaching the surface in RRTMG as compared to GFDL. This occurred
because the current implementation of the GFDL scheme in WRF in-
cludes only the cloud water and cloud ice variables while ignoring
the snow variable when calculating radiative fluxes, whereas the
1 *The operational HurricaneWRF (HWRF) model uses GFDL radiation with a different
microphysics scheme in which the disparity for ice/snow clouds shown in Fig. 1 does not
reveal this problem.
current implementation of the RRTMG scheme includes snow in ad-
dition to these two variables. Meanwhile, in themodel and in reality,
it was snowing heavily at the time shown in Fig. 1 in Missouri and
other nearby areas in both simulations containing equally deep
and thick ice-phase clouds. This finding motivated us to explore
the connections between these two radiation schemes (as imple-
mented in the WRF model) and all hydrometeor species (cloud
water, cloud ice, rain, snow, and graupel). Furthermore, we explored
the various particle and size distribution assumptions that the mi-
crophysics scheme inherently uses and could communicate directly
to the radiation scheme.

Priorwork has evaluated the accuracy of simulated cloudfields in re-
search and operational NWP models through comparisons of real and
model-derived synthetic satellite observations (Karlsson, 1996; Rikus,
1997; Tselioudis and Jakob, 2002; Lopez et al., 2003; Sun and Rikus,
2004; Otkin et al., 2009). The model-to-satellite approach has been
used to validate and improve the accuracy of cloud microphysics
schemes (Grasso et al., 2010, 2014; Grasso and Greenwald, 2004;
Chaboureau and Pinty, 2006; Otkin and Greenwald, 2008; Jankov
et al., 2011). Synthetic satellite radiances derived from high-resolution
NWPmodels have also been used as a proxy for future satellite sensors
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(Otkin et al., 2007; Grasso et al., 2008; Feltz et al., 2009) and have been
shown to be a valuable forecast tool at convective scales (Bikos et al.,
2012). Another example of the usage of themodel-to-satellite approach
is found in Cintineo et al. (2014)who showed a distinct lack of sufficient
cloudswith cloud-top temperature centered at about T=260 K regard-
less of using four differentmicrophysics schemes. This suggests the pos-
sibility that the model error is not related to cloud microphysics but
rather other model errors. Another motivation of our research was to
determine if assumptions with the radiation scheme or the proper
coupling of effective size by the microphysics scheme together with
the radiation scheme might be a possible cause of the reported error.

This paper is organized as follows: a description of the numerical ex-
periments is found in the next section alongwithmore detailed descrip-
tions of the radiation scheme used and how specific alterations were
implemented. Next, the results of ensemble experiments are presented
in Section 3 highlighting the differences between coupled versus
uncoupled cloud physics variables and radiation. Section 4 provides a
more detailed inspection of example cloud areas to illustrate small-
scale effects that are less obvious in the overall statistics. The final
section contains a summary and conclusions.

2. Methodology

2.1. Numerical experiments

The simulationsused in this studywere performedwith theWeather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model, version 3.4.1 with modifica-
tions discussed below. TheWRFmodel includesmany options to param-
eterize radiation, planetary boundary layer (PBL), microphysics, and
land-surface processes and interactions. The University of Oklahoma's
Center for Analysis and Prediction of Storms, OU-CAPS, has performed
WRF-model ensembles for a number of recent years during six weeks
in late Spring (e.g., Kong et al., 2014; Xue et al., 2010; Clark et al., 2012,
2015). In these simulations, the model was configured with 3 or 4 km
horizontal grid spacing depending on which year and 51 vertical levels
for a domain encompassing most of the continental U.S. To increase
ensemble spread and to evaluate sensitivities due to physical parame-
terizations, each of the various members incorporated different PBL, ra-
diation, andmicrophysics schemes, as well as different initial and lateral
boundary data, and other variants. For the results discussed in this study,
the ensemble members evaluated came from the 2013 Experimental
Fig. 2. TheWRFmodel domain for 2013 OU-CAPS Spring Experimental Forecast with 1200 × 76
outer 50 ring of points eliminated from analysis found in the Results subsection.
Forecast Project, and all used the same PBL scheme referred to as
Mellor–Yamada–Janic (Mellor and Yamada, 1982; Janjic, 2002), the
Noah land-surface model (Chen and Dudhia, 2001), the Thompson
et al. (2008) bulk microphysics scheme and Rapid Radiative Transfer
Model (RRTMG; Iacono et al., 2000) radiation scheme.

OU-CAPS ran WRF once daily from 23 Apr to 07 Jun 2013 starting
each day at 0000 UTC and simulating for 48 h, except over most week-
ends using the domain shown in Fig. 2. The initialization process includ-
ed radar data assimilation to produce initial clouds, however, the results
reported herein exclude the first 6 h of forecast to avoid most issues
related to model spin-up. Of the total 36 days with WRF model runs,
all except two with corrupted model output files were used in subse-
quent analysis presented herein.

For the results shown later, the outer-most ring of 50 model points
was ignored such that lateral boundary condition influences on the hy-
drometeors (cloud water, cloud ice, snow, rain, and graupel) would not
profoundly influence the analyses. Under certainflow regimes andwind
speed, eliminating only 50 points may be too few, but visual inspection
of numerousmodel fields including individual hydrometeor species and
synthetic satellite imagery deemed this number sufficient.
2.2. Radiation parameterization interface changes

The RRTMG scheme performs the radiative forward model calcula-
tions given clear or cloudy sky conditions as well as an option to treat
aerosols, although this latter element was not enabled in these experi-
ments. The existingWRF interface to RRTMG neglects partial cloudiness
as nearly every grid box is considered completely cloudy if the micro-
physics parameterization contains explicit cloud hydrometeors or is
considered entirely cloud-free if no such hydrometeors are predicted.
RRTMGuses look-up tables to compute the absorbed, emitted, reflected,
and transmitted components of broadband solar and longwave radia-
tion within specific intervals (bins) of wavelength. The indexes of its
internal look-up tables are wavelength and radiative effective radius
of water droplets or ice crystals and resultant values of asymmetry pa-
rameter, single-scattering albedo, and cloud optical depth are used to
compute radiative fluxes. Within the scheme the tables assume that
water droplet radius ranges from 2.5 to 60.0 μm (Hu and Stamnes,
1993) and a population of randomly-oriented hexagonal ice crystals
with radius between 2.0 and 140.0 μm (Fu et al., 1998). The interface
8 grid points spaced 4 km apart and 51 vertical levels. The dashed rectangle represents the
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code used between the WRF model and RRTMG strictly constrains the
input sizes of water drops or ice crystals to these bounds.

The original RRTMG implementation intoWRF used pre-determined
values of cloud water and ice crystal size by default. While the
version of the RRTMG scheme that gets activated when running
theWRF–Chemistrymodel (Grell et al., 2005) contains direct calculations
of water droplet sizes, although not ice size, the regular WRF code does
not couple the droplet or crystal sizes with the particle size assumptions
made by the grid-resolved microphysics scheme. The original v3.4.1
WRF implementation of the interface code for RRTMG assumes that
cloudwater droplets vary between 8 and 14 μmdependent upon temper-
ature over land points and by modified relations over snow, sea ice, or
open ocean. Similarly, the assumed ice crystal size in the WRF interface
code is purely temperature dependent with values shown by Fig. 3. So,
while a few microphysics schemes have mono disperse assumption of
cloud water droplet spectra, some others have generalized gamma or in-
verse exponential assumption. As an example, the cloud droplet size dis-
tribution assumed in the Thompson et al. (2008) scheme has a variable
gamma shape distribution that shifts according to the assumed droplet
number concentration. Therefore the standard WRF code was modified
in order to pass explicitly-computed radiative effective radii of cloud
water, cloud ice, and snow from the Thompson et al. (2008)microphysics
scheme into the RRTMG scheme. The updated code is now available in
versions numbered v3.5.1 or higher when using only the combination
of Thompson et al. (2008) or Thompson and Eidhammer (2014) micro-
physics options together with RRTMG shortwave and longwave radiation
schemes. At the time of this writing, no other combinations for micro-
physics and radiation options contain proper physical coupling in a non-
WRF–Chemistry version of the model. The cloud droplet, cloud ice, and
snow radii are directly computed using the fundamental droplet and
ice/snow parameters specific to the microphysics scheme. Using each
species own number distribution and mass-diameter assumptions, a
fully consistent effective radii is computed in the microphysics body of
code and subsequently passed to the RRTMG interface code. Since the
usual size of rain drops and graupel particles is far larger and the number
density far lower than the other three species, rain and graupel were
neglected in the radiation treatment as is currently done within all WRF
radiation schemes at this time.

The radiative effective diameter (De) of water drops is the ratio of
third (M3) to second (M2) moments of the drop size distribution
(Slingo, 1989) as shown in Eq. (1) below:

De ¼ M3

M2
¼

Z ∞

0
D3N Dð ÞdD

Z ∞

0
D2N Dð ÞdD

ð1Þ
Fig. 3. The existing relationship between model temperature and assumed radiative
effective radius of ice species in the WRF v3.4.1 code.
whereD is diameter,N(D)=N0D
μe−λD is the assumed size distribution,

μ is the gamma shape factor and λ is the slope, which after integrating
over the entire size distribution produces the final radiative effective ra-
dius (re) given by Eq. (2).

re ¼ 1
2
� 3þ μð Þ

λ
ð2Þ

The cloud water gamma distribution shape parameter, μ, varies as a
function of droplet number concentration, which is fixed constant in
Thompson et al. (2008) but not constant in the “aerosol-aware”
Thompson and Eidhammer (2014) scheme. As such, changes to number
concentration with constant liquid water content properly lead to
changes inmean effective radii, something that is otherwise not available
in a non-WRF–Chemistry framework. Similar to cloudwater droplets, the
cloud ice variable also follows a generalized gamma distribution butwith
μ = 0, which effectively creates an inverse exponential distribution for
cloud ice.

In order to compute a radiative effective radius of snow, all charac-
teristics of the assumed snow number density function and size-to-
mass relation must be used. Since the Thompson et al. (2008) scheme
implements the Field et al. (2005) number distribution function,
shown below in Eq. (3),

N Dð Þ ¼ M4
2

M3
3

κ0e
−M2

M3
Λ0D þ κ1

M2

M3
D

� �μs

e−
M2
M3

Λ1D
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ð3Þ

and the Cox (1988) mass-diameter power law [m(D) = 0.069D2], the
calculation of effective radius of snow is profoundly different than one
might get if spherical and constant density snow combined with an ex-
ponential distribution was assumed. To illustrate how different these
values can be, a sample snow size distribution found at T = −20 °C
and snow content of 0.2 g m−3 produces a radiative effective radius of
336 μm when using all the proper characteristics of the microphysics
scheme. If constant density (100 kg m−3), spherical snow and an
inverse exponential distribution are used together with a Y-intercept
parameter of 2 × 107m−4, taken fromHouze et al. (1979), then the cal-
culated radiuswould be 634 μm.However, if the standardWRF interface
code for ice radius was applied, then the value would be approximately
100 μm (referring to Fig. 3). This is illustrated in Fig. 4 showing the
distribution represented by Eq. (3) using values previously mentioned
as well as the inverse exponential distribution.
63
4

33
6

86

(µm)

Fig. 4.A sample snow size distribution assumed in the Thompson et al. (2008) scheme and
its associated radiative effective size assuming only the first term on R.H.S. of Eq. (3), gray
shading, as well as the full distribution and an example exponential distribution
assumption.
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Unfortunately, in the initial implementation of the calculations of
snow size, a mistake was made in which the snow size was incorrectly
diagnosed by accidentally setting Λ1 to zero, thereby only considering
the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3), which means that radi-
ative effective radius of snow originally used the part of the snow size
spectrum shaded in gray in Fig. 4. The incorrect snow size code was
run by OU-CAPS for the duration of the 2013 Spring Experiment, and
the error was not discovered until later that summer. Once corrected,
OU-CAPS produced a new set of simulations using the corrected code
for the simulations of 08 and 18 May. It was simply too costly to re-
run a larger number of simulations with the newly corrected code.
The nomenclature in the results and remaining sections will refer to
the “control” or “uncoupled” WRF ensemble member for the original
WRF v3.4.1 code that did not couple the cloud water, cloud ice and
snow size to the RRTMG radiation code. The WRF ensemble member
with coupled but incorrect snow size is referred to as “m25” while the
corrected snow size was used in the ensemble member called “m30”
for two days only. These two days were picked at random and were
representative of most days with broad cloud areas in synoptic regime
flow in the north parts of the domain and mesoscale convection in the
south.

2.3. Observed satellite data

Observed GOES-13 satellite data were collected between 23 Apr and
22May 2013 but had to be switched to GOES-15 from 23May to 06 Jun
due to a total outage of GOES-13 from 23 May onward. In the Results
section below, some comparisons will be made for times and locations
considered to be cloudy versus either cloudy or clear, so the observed
satellite data was post-processed into a simple cloud mask. The cloud
maskwas created first using the normalized GOES visible albedo (chan-
nel 1, 0.67 μm)exceeding25% combinedwith solar zenith angle exceed-
ing 0.2 radian (daytime). Since this will also capture highly reflective
desert surfaces, the data were subsequently screened for pixels whose
difference from a climatology of satellite albedo differed by more than
10%. For example, bright pixels in the southwest desert areas of the
U.S. had to have an albedo exceeding 10% of their climatological value
in order to be classified as cloudy. The first albedo screening would
also result in some clear-sky, snow-covered ground pixels being
misidentified as cloudy. Therefore, these pixels were screened using
the multi-spectral infrared data using channel 2 (3.9 μm) and channel
4 (10.8 μm) after scaling radiances into brightness temperatures, BT2
and BT4 respectively. Prior diagnosed cloudy pixels were changed to
clear-sky snow cover if −20 b BT4 b 0C and (BT2–BT4) b 2. Although
fairly simplistic overall, this cloud mask worked effectively due to the
time of year (May–June) and the scene of view since most snow-
covered ground was confined only to mountainous regions. Such a
simplistic method would not work to identify clouds year-round or
worldwide.

2.4. Synthetic (WRF) satellite data

Simulated GOES channel 4 IR brightness temperatures were gener-
ated hourly (0–48 h) from all WRF model output using the Successive
Order of Interaction (SOI) forward radiative transfer model (Heidinger
et al., 2006; O'Dell et al., 2006) code provided by the University of
Wisconsin group, who also used the same program in a similar way to
compare model to observations in Cintineo et al. (2014). The only
change from their prior usage was a more accurate calculation of radia-
tive effective diameter of cloud droplets, cloud ice, and snow consistent
with the Thompson et al. (2008) microphysics scheme using the same
equations presented earlier. The software to create synthetic satellite
images from WRF output generated other GOES IR channels, however,
for the Results section below, only the channel 4 results indicative of
cloud-top temperature were used.
2.5. Shortwave radiation measurements

Observations of shortwave radiation reaching the ground were re-
trieved from 116 U.S. Climate Reference Network (USCRN; Diamond
et al., 2013) sites and 15 Ameriflux sites around the continental U.S.
for the time period of interest. In the Results section below, when
comparing the WRF data to these measurements during daytime
periods only, we screened the measurements for times when the
satellite-determined solar zenith angle exceeded 0.2 radian. In
addition, for comparing times during which clouds existed, the
USCRN data were screened by the simplistic GOES satellite mask
mentioned above.

2.6. Surface temperature observations

Hourly measurements of surface temperature at 2500 to 3000 air-
ports in the domain shown in Fig. 2 were collected from the National
Weather Service METAR-format observations. In addition, approxi-
mately 75 USRCRN sites included temperature data, however, we
found that these data essentially added nothing new to the results
found below due to the density of METAR data across the U.S. Similar
to the radiation measurements, we screened the temperature data
points to locations with clouds found in the simple GOES cloud mask
as well as any WRF model points that had clouds. Since the overall
aim of this research is to isolate the impact of modeled cloud-
radiation coupling, any clear sky temperature bias in the model was
not the focus of this study.

3. Results

One of the major difficulties in analyzing these ensemble model
sensitivities is that the magnitude of the error/bias of any individual
member as compared to observations greatly exceeds the change in
error by introducing the radiation coupling. While this might imply
that the coupling is relatively unimportant, we plan to show specific
cloud regimes in which positive impacts to incoming surface radiation
and temperature forecasts results from this addition (Section 4). Since
the focus of this study investigates cloud and radiation coupling, we
concentrated our analysis on locations in both the observations and
the model in which we diagnosed the existence of clouds in all of the
products. Due to the model initialization time of 0000 UTC, which is
near sunset time in the U.S., and due to model spin-up time, we
neglected the first 6 h of each forecast.

3.1. Satellite comparison

An example of the observed and synthetic satellite data near 1800
UTC 08 May 2013 is shown in Fig. 5. Clockwise from top-left is the
GOES-13 observed IR brightness temperatures, followed by the control,
m25, andm30 experiments, respectively. Overall the correspondence is
relatively good with five primary features present: 1) a well-developed
low-pressure system over the northeast U.S., 2) a mix of shallow/warm
andmid-troposphere clouds extending fromnorth to south through the
central U.S., 3) scattered, moderately cold clouds extending from CO to
OR likely along a frontal boundary, 4) a combination of high-altitude
cold clouds in north TX over the top of shallow/warm clouds to its im-
mediate south; and 5) a band of clouds associated with an upper-level
jet stream approaching the northwest coast of Mexico.

While the general cloud patterns of these five regions were rather
well matched in all threeWRF ensemblemembers and closely resemble
the observations, there are some discrepancies to note. One area of con-
cern is the amount of cloud cover associatedwith the northeast U.S. low
pressure region (#1). In general, there are more extensive and colder
clouds in the observations than shown in any WRF ensemble member.
The next regionwestward (#2) has an even greater discrepancy, partic-
ularly with pixels in the observations of clouds with temperature
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Fig. 5. (a) GOES-13 channel 4 infrared (IR) satellite image valid 1745 UTC 08 May 2013 with numbered cloudy regions mentioned in the text, WRF synthetic IR satellite image from the
(b) Control experiment, (c) m30 experiment, and (d) m25 experiment.
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approximately−10 to−15 °C. This lack of clouds at these approximate
temperatures was also clearly highlighted in Cintineo et al. (2014; their
Fig. 6) and represents a challenge to the numerical weather modeling
community. We also note the general nature of more isolated and spo-
radic clouds seen in WRF as compared to the observations across the
mountains from CO to OR (#3). None of the WRF simulations appears
(a)
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abundance

m
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Fig. 6. Relative frequency of observed andWRF control member of specific 5 °C intervals of infr
dance of model points between 10 and 25 °C as compared to observations, but also the deficit
to have sufficient horizontal coverage of clouds in this region. The area
of deepest convection near the center of the image (#2) appears more
narrow in WRF than in the observations. The low/shallow clouds in re-
gion#4 in south Texas are poorly represented in the model. Lastly, the
high-level clouds off the Mexican coast appear to be represented in
WRF, however the height or depth may be too low/shallow with
(b)

m
od

el m
odel

abundance

ared brightness temperature from all pixels (a) and from cloudy-only (b). Note the abun-
of model points between 0 and −25 °C.



Fig. 8. Relative frequency of USCRN and Ameriflux observations of incoming surface solar
radiation in bins of 100 W m−2 versus WRF control member regardless of whether the
observing location has clouds or not (solid bars). The hatched bars represent observing
locations diagnosed as having clouds overhead.
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insufficient horizontal coverage because the satellite observations show
broader and colder cloud tops there.

At first, we were tempted to believe that this general lack of cloud
coverage might be just a simple matter of this particular day and time.
However, upon deeper analysis, this condition appears to be prevalent
throughout the duration of theWRF simulations over the 34 days stud-
ied and fully confirms numerousfindings in Cintineo et al. (2014). A rel-
ative frequency analysis of all 34 simulation days from hourly (6–48)
WRF control ensemble member versus satellite observations of IR
brightness temperature in 5 °C intervals is shown in Fig. 6. The relative
frequency of specific ranges of IR temperatures confirmswhat is seen vi-
sually by comparing the observed versus synthetic satellite imagery
(Fig. 5). Besides confirming the prior work that included all WRF
model grid points against observed IR temperatures, whether clear or
cloudy, our analysis isolating only cloudy regions also shows the same
general bias, which indicates that many WRF clouds do not extend to
the proper height and are too shallow compared to observations. The
same analysis was performed on WRF ensemble members m25 and
m30 and revealed indistinguishable results from the control member
shown in Fig. 6 and supports our assertion that analyzing only two
days (08 and 18 May) is sufficient to show various discrepancies be-
tween the different WRF ensemble members, since we do not have
the m30 member on any other days.

As further evidence of the overall lack of sufficient cloudiness in the
model, and its dependence on forecast hour, we analyzed the overall
hourly fraction of cloudy points in satellite observations versus WRF
when the sun angle was high enough to eliminate any reasonable
chance of including clear-sky pixels as clouds. Shown by the red line
in Fig. 7 are the two daytime periods of cloud fraction in the GOES satel-
lite data with a 34-day average in the 40–50% range whereas the WRF
control member, shown in blue, was consistently predicting fewer
cloudy pixels. The green line labeled “overlap” represents the fraction
of the domain that was diagnosed as cloudy in both observations and
WRF.Whether or notWRF exhibits similar biases through different sea-
sons has not yet been analyzed.
3.2. Shortwave radiation reaching the ground

The WRF control member data were interpolated using simple bi-
linear method to the observational sites for the comparison shown in
Fig. 8.When analyzing by the relative frequency of occurrence of specif-
ic 100 W m−2 intervals of shortwave radiation, we see that the model
generally shows an excess of solar radiation reaching the ground
Fig. 7. Fraction of cloudy points from GOES observations (top) as a function of forecast hour (du
dle) from 34 days of simulations. For each simulated hour during 34 days, the fraction of grid
boxplot. WRF consistently shows lower cloud fraction than observations. The fraction of the do
when considering all points, cloudy or not (solid color-filled bars).
When analyzing only the observational sites found to be cloudy in
both the model and observations, there are still too many locations re-
ceiving too much radiation in the model. The preponderance of WRF
pointswithmore solar radiation than found in observations is a clear in-
dication of the lack of sufficient cloud coverage and/or physical cloud
depth and/or the optical treatment of cloud properties in the radiation
scheme. When combined with the preceding satellite data analysis, it
is clear that some of the cause of excessive incoming solar radiation
reaching the surface is due to insufficient areal coverage and thickness
of clouds.

While Fig. 8 represents an analysis of all 34 days between the control
member and the observations, a subsequent analysis of only the two
days including the m30 ensemble member is shown in Fig. 9. Further-
more, the analysis in Fig. 9 represents only those points considered to
be cloudy in the observations and each of the WRF ensemble members
just as those points are represented by the hatched rectangles in Fig. 8.
Among the subtle differences between theWRF ensemblemembers, the
m25 member clearly has the largest number of points with the lowest
radiation values. We interpret this to mean that the improper calcula-
tion of snow size too small produces a larger quantity of almost fully
ring relatively high solar angle) as compared to theWRF control ensemble member (mid-
boxes containing clouds in the observations and simulations was calculated to create the
main covered in clouds in both the observations and WRF is labeled “overlap” (bottom).



Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 except only at diagnosed cloudy points from the two days (May 08
and May 18) with all three WRF ensemble members.
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opaque clouds. The control experiment has far fewer sites with near
fully opaque clouds and the m30 experiment has the fewest and
matches the observations rather closely. On the other hand, as themea-
sured incoming solar radiation increases, the control and m30 experi-
ments are generally well-matched while the m25 experiment is
clearly different. Again, due to the smaller radii calculated by m25, the
clouds generally became more opaque so the relative fraction of points
with high incoming radiation does appear better in m25 than either
control or m30, but this is the right answer for the wrong reason as
the overall opaqueness of the clouds is likely too great due to the exces-
sively small snow radii. As such, we postulate that if theWRFmodelwas
doing a better job forecasting the physical cloud depth and coverage,
then it would be very likely that the incoming solar radiation would
be over-attenuated because of the snow size calculation being too
small in m25 member. On the other hand, the m30 member appears
to represent rather well the thickest and most opaque clouds and fully
incorporates the microphysics parameterization effective radii of
water drops and ice crystals while the control member uses uncoupled
a priori assumed sizes.

3.3. Surface temperature comparison

One of the final outcomes of the impacts of clouds and radiation in a
numerical weather prediction model is the forecast surface tempera-
ture. An example of a single time WRF model forecast error of low-
level temperature is shown in Fig. 10. Observational data are shown as
color-filled and open circles where surface METAR reports are taken at
approximately 2500 sites each hour. Sites that were excluded from
the analysis are shown by open circles because such location either
lacked clouds in the observed satellite data or one or moreWRF ensem-
ble members had no clouds at the location. The top panel shows the
model minus observations from the control or uncoupled experiment
while the middle and lower panels show the differences between
control and m25 then m30 experiments respectively.

We avoid discussion of the clear-sky regions of the domain, because
our changes to WRF are intended to address the interactions between
clouds and radiation. While it may seem rather surprising that Fig. 10a
clearly shows the preponderance of points in WRF are cooler than the
observations, while the incoming solar radiation was previously
shown to be too large, this is not due to the cloud forecasts. Instead,
the overall model bias with the entire combined package of physics, in-
cluding LSM, PBL, turbulence, clouds and radiation, leads to an overall
slightly negative temperature bias. So regardless of whether clear or
cloudy, we found there to be an overall cool bias in themodel of roughly
1–2 °C for the 34-day period analyzed. Clearly seen in Fig. 10a, theWRF
forecast valid at this time is too cool overall in locations with clouds.
Notable exceptions are a low-altitude stratus cloud deck found near
the OR/WA border and another cloud area near the VA/NC border.

In the next panel, Fig. 10b, the difference in near-surface tempera-
ture between the control member and m25 is shown. As suspected be-
cause of attenuating too much solar radiation due to calculating a snow
size that is too small, the bias generally worsens as nearly all cloudy
areas cool by receiving less radiation than control. However, when
switching to the proper snow size calculation, m30 member, you can
note that some points now warmed, particularly in the northeast U.S.
and near MN and IA. Also note the previously mentioned areas near
theWA/OR border and VA/NC border. In the control ensemblemember,
they were too warm, but the proper cloud physics radiation coupling
now reduces the warm temperature bias slightly (additional discussion
of this region in the next section).

Rather than considering only one day and time, the overall temper-
ature biases in each ensemble member are confirmed by creating box
plots from all time periods of both days seen in Fig. 11. The box plot
shows that bias appears very similar between control and m30 and
more significant differences in m25. While Fig. 11a shows two days of
observed temperature data and WRF forecasted temperature, a similar
plot of all days (not shown) exhibits the same biases in control and
m25. In fact, the temperature errors appear relatively small overall
with significant overlap between all experiments and the observations.
A more focused view of the bias (Fig. 11b) helps to separate the mem-
bers a little better. The smaller overall snow size contributes to lower
solar radiation (confirmed in subsection a and b above) that subse-
quently results in a stronger cold bias in low-level temperature.
Although the box plot does not show a statistically-significant change,
it supports the earlier statement that the clouds became too opaque.

In general, these results reveal somewhat systematic biases in these
WRF simulations with regard to incoming solar radiation and resulting
surface temperatures beneath clouds. Although the radiation bias is
generally higher inWRF than in the observations, the low-level temper-
ature comparison reveals a cool bias in temperature. One part of the cool
bias can be explained by the usually strong near-surface heating at this
time of year and the fact that METAR observations are taken near 2 m
whereas the lowest WRF model level at approximately 25 m was used
to calculate the bias. From local noon to late afternoon, when the atmo-
spheric lapse rate may approach its dry adiabatic value of 9.8 K km−1,
the maximum error due to height difference alone would be about
−0.25 K, which could account for part of the bias seen in Fig. 11. There-
fore we speculate that other factors including treatment in the LSM and
PBL schemes are likely responsible for the overall cool bias noted in
these simulations. In fact, for a number of years in the OU-CAPS Spring
Experimental Forecast Program, the MYJ PBL scheme is widely
suspected of having a cool and moist bias whereas an alternative PBL
scheme from Yonsei University (YSU; Noh et al., 2003) is suspected of
having the opposite bias.

To illustrate the temperature bias as a function of forecast hour,
Fig. 12 shows the evolution of the three ensemble members during
the two daytime periods of the total 48-h forecast. Note from the figure
how the three ensemblemembers are nearly identical at approximately
sunrise time and slowly diverge through the first day with noticeably
cooler diurnal evolution in the m25 experiment compared to the
other two experiments. The same basic progression occurs on the sec-
ond daytime portion of the forecast as well.

4. Discussion: “needles in a haystack”

It was mentioned previously that the coupled and uncoupled exper-
iments have onlyminor statistical differences for general characteristics
of synthetic satellite analysis, solar radiation reaching the surface, and



(c)
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Fig. 10.Differences in near-surface temperature (°C) betweenWRF control member and (a) observations valid at 18:00UTC 08May 2013 (same time as Fig. 3). Differences in near-surface
temperature (°C) between control and m25 (b) and control and m30 (c).
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near-surface temperatures, however, there are certain cloud conditions
worthy of more detailed investigation. As an example, Fig. 10a revealed
a concentrated region of high temperature bias along the Pacific
coastline near the border of WA and OR when using the uncoupled
experiment that subsequently showed improvement in both the m25
and m30 experiments (Fig. 10b,c). This cloudy region was composed



m30m25control

Observations

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Box plot of (a) observed (METAR) andWRF forecast, near-surface temperature for
all hours, 6 to 48, from two days with all three WRF ensemble members. To distinguish
WRF ensemblemembers, the lower panel (b) has themodel minus observations distribu-
tions showing the generally lower temperatures inm25 compared to the other members.
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of low-altitude stratus cloudswithout any ice, so this specific region can
be examined for the changes due to radiation passing through liquid
water clouds only. A glimpse of a single level ofWRF liquidwater clouds
in the region (Fig. 13a–c) shows that the uncoupled WRF experiment
has the least LWC whereas the two coupled experiments clearly have
Fig. 12. The daytime evolution of near-surface temperature bias between the three WRF mode
indistinguishable whereas m25 clearly drifts to a larger negative bias as each forecast day prog
more LWC at a single level. A snapshot of visible cloud albedo from
GOES satellite is shown in Fig. 13d revealing widespread cloudiness at
low altitudes with clear skies at the higher elevations over the Olympic
and Cascade mountains. As further evidence, the corresponding WRF
synthetic satellite visible albedo images are shown in Fig. 13e–g. Both
coupled microphysics-radiation sensitivity experiments show more
broad cloud coverage than the uncoupled experiment even though
total cloud coverage in this region is still far less than what was
observed.

As a second example of nearly the same type, Fig. 14 shows a small
region of south Texas where shallow stratocumulus clouds are evident
on the satellite image (Fig. 14a). As in Fig. 13, the control experiment
has less overall extent of clouds than either the fully coupled m25 or
m30. Clearly the integrated interaction/feedback betweenmicrophysics
and radiation can give rise to differences in explicitly represented cloud
water on NWP time scales. More subtle is the very thin ice cloud in the
upper-left corner of each WRF graphic (Fig. 14b–d). The m25 experi-
ment with the smaller snow radii is causing this cloud to appear more
opaque than either the control or m30 experiment.

Another region worthy of more detailed investigation is the lower
half of circled region#1 in Fig. 5a. It turns out that this region very
well represents the bias of cloud top temperature seen in both Fig. 6b
and the prior work of Cintineo et al. (2014). Recall that there is a
model abundance of clouds with tops near 0 to +20 °C, whereas there
is a clear deficit of clouds in the −5 to −25 °C temperature regime.
The WRF synthetic satellite images from each ensemble member do re-
veal there to bemodel cloudiness similar in coverage to the observations
in this region, but the clouds are modeled too low in the atmosphere
(CTT too warm). A future step will be to study the reason why clouds
in this portion of the cyclone are not achieving sufficient depths with
possible causes related to vertical mixing and entrainment, model grid
spacing, microphysical deficiencies or other reasons.
5. Conclusions

Explicit coupling between the Thompson microphysics scheme
and the RRTMG radiation scheme for the purpose of calculating
cloud optical properties is now available in WRF (v3.5.1 and higher).
This new feature combined with the “aerosol aware” version of
l ensemble members and METAR observations. The results of Control and m25 are nearly
resses.



(a) (b) (c)
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Fig. 13. Top row: cloud water content from control (a), m25 (b), andm30 (c) experiments at approximately 700mMSL. Observed GOES-13 visible satellite image (d), andWRF synthetic
satellite visible albedo from control (e), m25 (f), and m30 (g) experiments. Note the minor improvement in increased cloud cover shown in m25 and m30.
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Thompson and Eidhammer (2014) provides the opportunity to sim-
ulate explicitly the aerosol indirect effects in the non-WRF–Chemis-
try version of the WRF model, which has significant computational
advantages.

In addition to describing the coupling method, this study evaluated
the impact of the coupling on high-resolution convective forecasts. Gen-
erally, the coupling showed relatively isolated and modest improve-
ments relative to the uncoupled version of the model, in large part
due to the greater overall errors in cloud forecasts present in the
model. The coupling showed sensitivity to the treatment of ice/snow
size, however, as demonstrated by the varying results between the
“m25” and “m30” experiments. Treating cloud ice/snow as too small
or too large can lead to somewhat substantial biases when comparing
against observed satellite data.

In general, we conclude that the initial assumptions used to calculate
effective radii and cloud optical depth in the uncoupledmodel were not
large sources of error, at least for themid-latitude clouds studied herein,
but the former version of the code excluded the possibility to permit the
aerosol indirect effects and were not appropriate for all cloud types.
Furthermore, many researchers have begun using WRF and similar
NWP models as a regional climate models and the proper coupling of
different physical parameterizations should be thoroughly investigated
for various couplings.
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Fig. 14. (a) GOES-13 visible satellite image, and WRF synthetic satellite visible albedo from control (b), m25 (c), and m30 (d) experiments.
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